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RESOLUTION
DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE STATUS OF ACCEPTANCE OF NEW APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSPORT NETWORK COMPANY ACCREDITATION FOR TRANSPORTATION NETWORK VEHICLE SERVICES

WHEREAS, in its Memorandum Circular Number 2018-016 (MC No. 2018-016), the Land Transportation Franchising and Regulatory Board (LTFRB) suspended acceptance of new applications for transport network company (TNC) accreditation for transportation network vehicle services (TNVS);

WHEREAS, MC No. 2018-016 cited the “necessity to further study the effect of the cap or limit on the pool of the sixty five thousand (65,000) approved TNVS to the number of accredited TNCs” as the premise for the suspension of acceptance of new applications for transport network company (TNC) accreditation for transportation network vehicle services (TNVS);

WHEREAS, the paucity or oversupply of TNVS currently plying our streets has to be studied as it affects not only those who patronize this kind of public transportation but also the TNCs and TNVS owners and may therefore impact on current efforts to rationalize our transportation system;

WHEREAS, there is a need to verify the total number of accredited TNCs, total number of TNVS accredited by these companies, and total number of TNVS that have been issued certificates of public convenience (CPCs) in order to determine adjustments in existing policies to help address and not further exacerbate the plight of the commuting public;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT, RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED TO direct the appropriate committees to conduct an inquiry, in aid of legislation, on the status of acceptance of new applications for transport network company accreditation for transportation network vehicle services.

Adopted,

ROZZANO RUFINO B. BIAZON
Representative
Lone District, Muntinlupa City